15th Shaba'an Night Aa'Maal

The Holy Prophet (S.A.) had said that during the night of 15th Shaba'an the Almighty takes decisions in the matters of sustenance, life and death and welfare of the people.

Next to the “Night of Qadr” the night of 15th Shaba‘—baan is the most auspicious night (also known as “night of Baraat”). According to the Imam Muhammad bin Ali Al Baqir (A.S.) and Jaa‘—far bin Muhammad As Saadiq (A.S.) the Almighty Allah has promised to fulfill every legitimate desire put forward to Him tonight. During this night Allah (swt) bestows on HIS people from HIS bounty & forgives them out of HIS grace & generosity . Of the blessings of this night is that, at the dawn of this night, was born the King of the Time Imam e Zamana (atfs) in the yr 255 ah . It is advisable to stay awake during this full night in prayer as it has many rewards

SPECIAL PRAYERS AND AA’—MAAL

1) Recite 100 times SUBH’AANALLAAH WALH’AMDU LILLAH e WA-LAA ILAAHA ILLALLAAAH ho WAL ALLAAHU AKBAR & LAA ILAAHA ILLALLAAAH

2) Ghusl (Bath) with the thought of washing away sins & as if its your last ghusl

3) Recite 100 times ‘Astaghfirullah ‘tasbih with attention to forgiveness

4) Recite Ziyaarat of Imam Husayn (A.S.) The person can go to the terrace, look left, right & towards the sky & recite ‘Assalmo Alalika Ya aba Abdillah. Asalaamo alikum wa rahmatullah e wabarakatoh’

5) Ziarat e Imam -Isteghasa & Ziarat Ale Yasin

6) Namaz-e-Jafar-e-Tayyar

7) Dua Nudba

8) Dua Kumayl

9) Recite the following dua’a to welcome the birth of our Living Imam who was born on 15th Shaba’an: Airza Links
O my Allah for the sake of this night we are now in, for the sake of he who was born tonight, Thy decisive argument,
Thy “promise”, that Thou joined with it as a favour to keep alive its superiority, so Thou fulfilled Thy words truly and justly; no one can change Thy Words nor obscure Thy signs.

Thy Light, soft, pleasant and caressing, Thy splendour, had come in view bright and brilliant, for the “Bright sigh”, (so far) invisible and hidden in the obscurity of the darkness, the covering had been taken off, his arrival in this world was the basis of all kindness, the Angels stood witness.

Almighty Allah will help him and support him when the promise (the event of the beginning of his reign) come true, the Angels will be among his troops, (he will be) a fatal blow from Allah that will never miss the aim a light from Him that will never grow dim, a gentle matured disposition that will never jeopardize the truth.

The motive and reason of the course of events, the honour and estimation of time, the “Ulil—Amr” (in charge of Allah’s affairs).

Accompany that which comes down in the “Grand Night” the controllers of the Day of Judgement and resurrection, interpreters of the “Revelations”, and those who make known what to do and what not to do.

O Allah send blessing on their seal and
9) Transliteration

ALLAAHUMMA BIH’AAQI LAY LATINAA HAAD’IHI WA MAWLOODIHA WA H’UJJATIKA WA MAW—O’ODIHAL LATEE QARANTA ILAA FAZ”LIHAA FAZ”LAA FATAMMAT KALIMATUKA S’IDQAN WA A’DLAA LAA MUBADDILA LI—KALIMAATIKA WA LAA MU—A’QQIBA LI—AYAATIKA NOORUKAL MUTA—ALLIQU WA Z’IYAAAH—UKAL MUSHIRIQU WAL A’LAMUN NOORU FEE T’AKHYAAA—ID DAYJORRIL GHAAAA—IBUL MASTOORU JALLA MAWLIIDUHU WA KARUMA MAH’TIDUHU WAL MALAAA—IKATU SHUHHADUHU WALAAHU NAAS’IRUHU WA MU—AYYIDUHU ID’AA—AANA MEE—A’ADUUH WAL MALAAA—IKATU AMDAADUHU SAYFULLAHHILLAD’EE LAA YANBOO WA NOORUHULLAD’EE LAA YAKHBOO WA D’UL H’ILMILLAD’EE LAA YAS’BOO MADAARUD DAHRI WA NAWAAIMESUL A’S’RI WA WULAATUL AMRI

WAL MUNAZZALU A’LAYHIM MAA YATANAZZALU FEE LAQLATIL QADR WA AS’H’AABUL H’ASHRI WAN NASHRI TARAJIMATA WALTHIWA WA WULAATU AMRIHI WA NAHYIHI

ALLAAHUMMA FA—S’ALLI A’LAA KHAATIMIHIM WA QAAA—IMIHI(MUL MASTOORIA’N A’WAALIMIHIM WA ADRIK BINAA AYYAAMAHU WA WA Z’UHOORAHU WA QIYAMAHU WAS—A’LNAAA MIN A’NAHAA RI WA QAAA—IMEENA WA QAAA—IMEENA WA MIN A’SHRI WA NASHRI TARAJIMATA WALTHIWA WA WULAATU AMRIHI WA NAHYIHI

WAK—TUBNAAA FEE AA’—WAANIHI WA WA AH’YINAA FEE DAWLATIHI NAA—I’MEENA WA BI—S’UH’RATIHI GHANAIMEENA WA BIH’AQIHI QAAA—I’MEENA WA MINAS SOOO—I’SAALIMEEN YAA ARH’AMAR RAH’IMEEN WA ALH’AMDU LIIAALI RABRI A’ALIMEEN WA S’ALAWATIHAU A’LAA SAYYIDINAA MUH’AMMADIN KHAATIMIN NABIYYEENA WAL MURSAALEEN WA A’LAA AHLIBAYTHIS’SAADIQEENA WA I’TRATIHIN NAAT’QEEN WAL—A’NJAMEE—A’Z Z’AALIMEENA WAH’—KUM BAYNAANA WA BAYNAHUM YAA AH’KAMAL H’AAKIMEEN

10) Recite Du’a
O Allah, You are, The Ever-living, the self-subsisting, The most High, the Mighty The Creator, the Provider, The Giver of life and death, The Initiator, the Originator For You is Glory and Excellence, Praise and Grace, Generosity and Honor. For You is the Order, and Magnificence and gratitude. You are Alone, there is no partner for You. O One, O Absolute one. O he who has not given birth nor was He born, and there is none equal to Him. Bless Muhammad and his family, and forgive me, have mercy on me, and suffice for what is important to me. Fulfill my debts, and increase my sustenance. For Surely, on this night, every affair is decreed, and You provide sustenance to whomever You please from your creation. So provide me, for You are the bets of the providers. And You have said, and You are the best of those who say and utter, "And ask Allah from His Bounty" So I ask You from Your Bounty, and You only I seek, and on the son of Your Prophet I lean, in You I have hope, then have mercy on me, O Most Merciful of the Merciful.

11) Recite Dua
O Allah, grant us a part of Your fear, that acts as a barrier between us and Your disobedience, Your obedience, that helps us achieve Your pleasure, the certainty that makes the miseries of the world seem insignificant. O Allah, make us enjoy, our hearing, our sight, our strength as long as You Keep us alive. Make us take rise against those who oppress us, and help us against those who show animosity to us. Place not our miseries in our religion, and let not this world be our biggest concern, nor the extent of our knowledge. And do not appoint over us one who has no mercy on us, by your mercy, O Most Merciful of the Merciful

12) Imam Muhammad Al Baqir and Imam Jaa’—far As Saadiq (A.S.) used to pray a 4 Rak’a Namaaz tonight as under:

In Every Rak’a recite Soorah Al Faatih’ah 100 times and Soorah Al Ikhlass 100 times After the Salaam recite the following dua’a:

O my Allah! I am, before Thee a needy, afraid of Thy displeasure, but hopeful of receiving Thy protection.

O my Allah do not substitute my name (from the list of the faithfuls), nor let my body (material aspects) undergo a change, nor put me to severe test and trial, nor subject me to the enemy’s ridicule.

I take refuge with Thy forgiveness to avoid Thy retribution, I take refuge with Thy mercy to avoid Thy punishment, I take refuge with Thy indulgence to avoid Thy displeasure, I take refuge with Thee from Thee, Glorious and sublime is Thy praise
as Thou praises Thyself, but above and
beyond that which the best orators say.

12 Transliteration:-

ALLAAHUMMA INNEE ILAYKA FAQEERUN WA MIN A’D’AABIKA KHAA—IFUN MUSTAJEER
ALLAAHUMMA LAA TUBADDILISMEW WA LAA TUGHAYYIR JISMEE WA LAA TAJHAD BALAA—EE WA LAA TUSHMIT BEE AA”—DAA—EE
A—O’OD’UBI—A’FWIKA MIN I’QAABIKA WA A—O’OD’U BIRAH’MATIKA MIN A’D’AABIKA WA A—O’OD’U BI—RIZ”AAKA MIN SAKHATIKA WA A—O’OD’U BIKAA MINKA
JALLAA THANAA—UKA ANTA KAMAA ATHNAYTA A’LAA NAFZIKA WA FAWQA MAA YAQOOLUBL QAAA—ILOON

13) Imam Jaa‘—far bin Muhammad As Saadiq (A.S.) had advised the faithfuls to pray a 2 Rak—a’t Namaaz tonight, after Ishaa prayers, as under: In the first Rak—a’t recite Soorah Al Faatih’ah and Soorah Al Kaafiroon. In the second Rak—a’t recite Soorah Al Faatih’ah and Soorah Al Ikhlaas. After the Salaam recite “Tasbih of Faatimah Zahraa A.S.”. and the following Dua’a:
O He to whom the bondmen turn to in the event of urgent important matters; and unto whom run for help the people when the misfortune strikes!

O He who knows the hidden as well as the evident! O He who is not unaware of the bias of the suspicious mind, and the clever activity of the fanciful deviating intellect!

O Lord of the cosmos and the creatures dwelling therein! O He who exercises full authority over the domain of the heavens and the earths! Thou art Allah, There is no God save Thou, I stride apace unto Thee with

"There is no god save Thou" (on my lips), therefore O "There is no god save Thou", treat me tonight like the one whom Thou paid attention, took pity and heard his prayer, and, aware of his trembling, tolerated and overlooked his past misdeeds and may mistakes to give answer to his cry of help, I surrender myself to Thee alongwith my transgressions and make a request to please keep my defects undisclosed.

O my Allah put me again in good condition (because) Thou art Generous and kind, take off the loads of my errors (because) Thou art loving and oft-forgiving, cover me with Thy mercy tonight (because) Thou shows generosity in abundance, let me be tonight among Thy friends whom Thou elected to obey Thee, when Thou selected to worship Thee, and kept them sincerely attached and committed to Thee.
13. TRANSLITERATION :-


Then go into Sajdah and say:

YAA RABB 20 times
YAA ALLAAH 7 times
LAH H’AWLA WA LAA 7 times
QUWWAATA ILLAA BILAAH

MAA SHAAA-ALLAAH 10 times
ALLHUMMA S’ALLI A’LAA MUH’AMMADIN WA ALLI MUH’AMMAD Once.

Then go into Sajdah and say:

BAR

IAALHA

LAHOU WO LOFOO DEELA ALI HARRAH

MA SHAA’EE HARRAH

AL LAMMUM STALLIL MOURIDOU WO MOURIDOU

14) Shaykh Toosi (R.A.) and Kafami (R.A.) have advised the faithfuls to recite the Dua’a for 15th Night of Sha’aban

15) The Holy Prophet (S.A.) used to recite the following in Sajdah tonight after the Tahajjud prayers:

[I can also be recited tonight after praying a 10 Rak—a’t Namaz in 5 sets of 2 Rak—a’t each; in each Rak—a’t recite Soorah Al Faatih’ah once, and Soorah Al Iklaas 10 times]:

I prostrate my self in adoration before
Thee, my thoughts and feelings in close attention, putting faith in Thee from the bottom of my heart.

These are my two hands and that which they pluck and gather for me, O the Great, (to do) every noble deed reliance is upon Thee, forgive my serious offences because, beyond a shadow of doubt, no one can forgive the grave trangression except the Great Lord.

I adhere close to the Light of Thy Being that had illuminated the heavens and the earths, removed and exposed the darkness, put in order the "operation", from the beginning to the end, at all times free from violent and unexpected changes to the worse, absence of recovery and adjustment and discontinuation of the supply of natural resources.

O Allah give me a knowing fearing, clean conscience, free from hypocrisy, which is neither renegade nor villainous. I put my face on the earth and roll in the dust because it is imposed as a duty that I prostrate myself in adoration before Thee

15 Transliteration:  

(i) SAJADA LAKA SAWAADDEE WA KHAYAALEE WA AAMANA BIIKA FUW—AADEE HAAD’IHI YADAAYA WA MAA JANAYTUHU A’LAA NAFSEE YAA A’Z’EEM TURJAA LIKULLI A’Z’EEMIN IGHFIR LIYAL A’Z’EEMAFA—INNAHU LAA YAGHFIRUD’D’ANBAL A’Z’EEMA ILLAR RABBUL A’Z’EEM

(ii) A—O’OD’U BINOORI WAJHIKALLADEE AZ”AAA—AT LAHUS SAMAAWAATU WAL ARZ”OONA WAN—KASHAFAT LAHUZ’ Z’ULUMAATU WA S’ALAH’A A’LAYHI AMRUL AWWALEENA WAL AAKHIREEN MIN FUJAA—ATI NAQIMATIKA WA MIN TAH’WEELI A’AFIYATIKA WA MIN ZAWAALI NIA’—MATIKA ALLAAHUMMAR—ZUQNEE QALBAN TAQQIYYAN NAQIYYAN WA MINASH SHIRKI BAREE—AN LAA KAAFIRAN WA LAA SHAQIYYAA A’FFARTU WAJHEE FIT TURABI WA H’UQQA LEE AN ASJUDA LAKA

16) According to the Holy Prophet it is highly desirable to pray a 100 Rak—a’t Namaaz tonight, in 50 sets of 2 Rak—a’t each as under:

In every Rak—a’t, after the recitation of Soorah Al Faatih’ah, recite Soorah Al Iklaas 10 times. After the Namaaz recite the following:
(i) Aayaatul Kursee 10 times
(ii) Al Faatih’ah 10 times
(iii) Subh’aanallah 100 times

17) According to Imam Jaa’—far As Saadiq (A.S.) It is highly desirable to pray a 6 Rak—a’t Namaaz tonight, in 3 sets of 2 Rak—a’t each, as under: In every Rak—a’t recite Soorah Al Faatih’ah, Soorah Yaa Seeen and Soorah Al Mulk.

18) Recite the following tonight and every night during the rest of the month.

O Allah if Thou has forgiven us during the previous days of Shaban, then please be merciful to us in the days now follow

ALLAAHUMMA IN LAM TAKUN GHAFARTA LANAA FEEMA MAZ’AA MIN SAA’—BAANA FAGHFIRLANAA FEEMA BAQIYA MINHU

19) A’MAL OF SOORAH YASEEN

Shaykh Kafamee writes in “Misbah” to recite Soorah Yaseen 3 times as under:

(i) Once for long life
(ii) Once for prosperity.
(iii) Once for safety from misfortune.

Then recite the following 21 times, and donot talk to anyone until recitation is completed throughout the A’mal.

O Allah, verily Thou art Sublime, Patient, gives respite, (because) we do not have the capacity to withstand the conditions that take effect under Thy authority.

O Allah! O Allah! O Allah!

Mercy! Mercy! Mercy!

(Safety from the) rampant epidemics, accidental death, evil events, and rejoicing of enemies at (our) misfortune. O our Lord take away from us the pain and torment, truly we believe in Thy Mercy, O the most Merciful!

ALLAAHUMMA INNAK A’ZEEMUN D’U ANAATIN WA LAA T’AAQATA LANAA LI—H’UKMIKA YAA ALLAH YAA ALLAH YAA ALLAH AL—AMAAN AL—AMAAN AL—AMAAN

MINAT T’AA--O’ON WAL WABAAA—I WA MAWTI FAJA—ATIN WA SOO—IL QAZ’AAA—I WA SHAMATATIL AA’—AAAA—I RABBANAK—SHIF A’NNAL A’X’AAABA
INNAA MOO—MINOONA BI—RAH’MATIKA YAA ARH’AMAR RAH’IMEEN